
0i1 JACK RU3Y AS AN FBI DrIFORMANT 

See my memo of January 3, 1969. Here I record some 'subsequent activity 

by the Commission. 
At the time of that memo, the last word on this which = knew of was CD 732, 

Heaver's letter of April 7 to Rankin. The relevant oaragranh is as follows! 
'As you were previously advised in my letter of February 27, 1964, Ruby was 

contacted by an Agent of the Dallas office on larch 11, 1959, in view of his 

position as a night club operator who might have knowledge of the criminal 

element. He was advised of the Jureau's Nrisdictien in criminal matters and 
he expressed a willingness to furnish information. (I bet he did - but about what PH) 
He wad _subsequently contacted by an Agent (the same one c -!- J) on Ahril 	dune 

5 and 	July 7 and 21, August 6 and 31, and October 2, 1959. He did not furnish 

any information and further contacts with him were discontinued (why: ',111y not earlier.:); 
contacts were recorded only by date along with totations indicating Ruby 

had not furnished any information. There is no information recorded that was 
furnished by Ruby in connection with any of these contacts. (hy annhasis, of course. 
ea any furnished otherwise?) Ruby was never ?aid any money and ho was never, at 
any time, an informant of this 31:Beau.' 

From a letter draftet Hay 28 by Griffin, sent Juno 1 by Rankin: 

Finelly, an enclosure in your letter of A:-mil 7, 1964 shows that aack Ruby 

was contacted on ::.erch 11, 1959 by Special Agent Charles 	Flynn, who obtained 

a personal description and added the observation that Ruby was a "mom Dallas 

criminal." .lease advise us as to the purnoso and other results of Agent Flynn's 

contact on that date and request Agenk Flynn to indicate whether his comments about 

Ruby's criminal reputation was based on conversations with local law enforcement 

officers or any other information not then in your files." 	emphasis .) 
Hoover's rooly is CD 1052. He profidod an affidavit showing that the 

remark "known Dallas criminal" was added by A Louis Kelley when (..;D 4 was being 

urepared. (I ;;moss believe this. No reason for the Fa: to lie about it - It 

would not have been incriminatin:; if Flynn had recorded that fact in 1959. He 
certainly should have been aware of it.) 

:n reeky to hankin's question about the pur?ose and other results, Hoover said: 

'15 you were advised by my letter of February 27, 1964, Jack Ruby was 

contacted by special Agent Charles s. Flynn of the Dellesalffice on .larch 11, 1959, 

in view of his )osition as a night club operator who might have knowledge of the 

criminal element in Dallas. The purpose of this contact was to determine whether 
or not Ruby did have such knowledge (what in oarticular, Idgar;, and if so, if 

he would he willing to furnish information to this Dureau. Ruby was advised of 

the ='s ,jurisdiction in (some: what kind of: -.H) criminal matters, and he 

expressed a willingness to furnish information. (Lees that mean he had some;) A 

personal description of Ruby was obtained by Special Agent Flynn on the occasion 

of this contact on :arch 11, 1959, but no information or other results were 

obtained. ..etween ::arch 11, 1959, and October 2, 1969, Ruby was contacted on 

eight other occasions, but he furnished no information whatever and further contacts 
with him were discontinued." 

Griffin failed to be specific anoggh about that he wanted. :f he had 
questions like mine - and : assume ho did - he should Have sot them fort in detail. 
Since he didn't, Hoover of course said nothing new - and even tried to make Griffin 

look like an idiot for asking when he already knew the answer. This is not the only 

case where ::oover simply didn't answer a question. 
This whole husiness may be of interest directly in connection with Ruby, for 

various reasons. (gee previous memo. Ihs., what was said an an OGtobcr 2? 'Hi, 
Jack, _I missed seeing, you last month. 	Chuck, = was in Juba. j) 1,:owover, 
think the most staling thin), is that Hoover could call someone who was contacted 

8 times and almost certatray was a 	(.otential ,..riranal. Informant) a non- 
informant. This makes his denials about Oswale. - especially in connection with 

the absence of an affidavit fran Lelrueys - even less credible. 
_aul -. Hoch 
June 20, 1971 


